One World, One Team
One World, One Team is
a truly unique event that is not only
fun… but one that literally changes the lives of
children in developing countries around the world.
It’s about local action with a global reach as teams work
together to create, produce and pack unique 'gift boxes' for
distribution to needy children throughout the world.
What’s involved?

Benefits
Corporate social
responsibility
Creativity
Time management
Team work
Communication
Team bonding

What’s included?
Full Event Management
Event Manager and
Event Staff
All equipment and
resources
£5 million Public
Liability Insurance
All necessary Risk
Assessments
Unlimited e-mail and
telephone support

Numbers
15+

Location

This imaginative event has so much
to offer as teams initially launch into
a number of creative team work
challenges designed to get participants
working together to earn ‘fun money’.
The more challenges that they
successfully complete, the more fun
money they will earn and be able to
spend during an exciting shopping spree
in our unique 'Shop of Dreams'.
With a wide range of team challenges to
complete, that could involve anything
from identifying famous landmarks to
building a crazy vehicle from junk,
teams will need to work together to plan
their strategy to earn the most cash.
Challenges completed, the shop doors
open and it's down to teams to grab a
basket, snap up the bargains of the day
and purchase the child friendly items
that can be included in their team's gift
boxes.
Shopping done, it's time to visit the
checkout, pay for the goods, collect
your flat-pack boxes and then build,
wrap and lovingly fill them up with the
goodies! And don't forget to include a
personal message!
At the end of the event, all the boxes
are stacked in the 'distribution area' to
enable teams to see just what they've

achieved as a whole group. The final
activity involves teams hearing about
how their efforts will ‘make a difference’,
on a global scale.
The event ends with the showing of a
moving, specially prepared film showing
children in third world countries
receiving the unique gift boxes.
A truly unique, meaningful and
worthwhile event that has a really
positive impact on children throughout
the world.

What have people said?
'A really meaningful and fun event that
has the added bonus of really making a
difference’
Lombard

Indoors/Outdoors

Timings
2 hours +

Tel: 08450 780453
enquiries@kabouraevents.co.uk
www.kabouraevents.co.uk

